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Having discussed many problems with some consoles and reading units, we discovered the true
reasons of their failure: After replacing several components, we discovered it is not a problem of the
reader itself but with the control panel on which it is plugged! We found that this is the position in
which the connectors connect the reader, the component that controls the power and the laser of

the reader is positioned and this can only work with two horizontal screws of a length corresponding
to the thickness of the board connected to the readers. If the position of the screws is adjusted, it is
possible to change the orientation of the control panel, making the whole procedure of adjustment
more effective. It was only at this stage that we started reading discs normally. Even if the reader

controls the laser power the same way as the cannon does, it is important to set it to the power that
suits the console, even to the point that goes from the minimum required by all ps2 slim - to almost
above, since most of them start reading up to 16 or so. You must also consider that if you set a low
power, the laser will be more susceptible to wear, but also if you set it to a higher power you may
have problems in the long run. No matter the size of the reader, it is necessary to place the laser

correctly, so that the light only falls on the disc surface and not on the sides, this makes a big
difference. When you read a disc, the light does not contact the sides of the disc, it falls directly on

the disc surface, so when you read a disc at a distance, the laser creates a path of light that
completely covers the disc.
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CNC Basic Tools: A CNC Adapter A Tram 4 Changer A Controller A Control Panel 1 Laser Lens Power
Supply Fiber Optic Cables An Eye Protection A Work Bench A Bench or Saw Blade To start, replace
the blue CNC adapter bracket on your mouse with the CNC Adapter bracket. It is simply a machine
tool that attaches to your laser and will allow you to safely move it when you are programming the
CNC. However, this attachment does not allow you to monitor the laser function of your CNC. You
need to install a standard laser on your CNC. In order to do this you need to first remove the blue

CNC adapter bracket that you just replaced. Now, remove the bottom bracket in the back of the laser
and slide the CNC Adapter over the base of your laser. Now, place the laser on your CNC and press it
into the machine. Hold it tight and remove it when you are sure it is locked into place. You must now

press the laser down firmly into the machine through your workbench. If you do not have a
workbench, you can use a piece of wood or plywood. When this is done, you need to connect your

fiber optic cable to the adapter on your CNC. There is a red signal on the cable that you must match
up with the adapter on your machine. Sometimes the cables are marked with an orange R and a
green R to indicate the two different connections you have. Make sure the cable is on the right

adapter as the colors may indicate the wrong connection. Either you have a green R cable or a red R
on the adapter which correspond to the red signal on your laser. If the cable has no marks, then

connect it to the red connector. If your cable is marked with a green R, then connect it to the green
connector. If the laser is ready to be programmed, you can plug it in to your controller. Make sure

you are working on the correct port on the controller, as well as the correct port on the laser.
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